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Organismic Praxis:
Art as Scientific Skepticism

The link between art, skepticism, and belief is lively with tension. Skepticism and art, simply put, are an active means to knowledge, while belief is a declaration of what one claims to know. Art is like skepticism in that one uses art to understand the world by relations. Art is relational in its catalyzing of connections within a web of matter that is both living and un-living. Skepticism is relational in its chain-like pursuit of the truth: it is a doubt-based analytical course of refuting inaccuracies to arrive at accuracy. Unlike skepticism, though, art is not always doubtful. Art extols, laments, decries, defames, and questions the world in which we live, while skepticism does only the last. Belief holds a fitful place within this nexus. Rather than a pathway, it is a destination: one arrives at and departs from belief via the throughways of art and skepticism.

In the exhibition Some Provocations from Skeptical Inquirers, the art of Ellen K. Levy and Patricia Olynyk is a form of, in particular, scientific skepticism. Levy and Olynyk use scientific ideas, archives, and scientifically proven outcomes as the material to make art that helps make sense of the world past and present. The two artists have fostered transdisciplinary approaches, co-directing meetings that engage the public in pertinent topics of art and science since 2008. Levy has long explored issues of how the methodologies of biology could be applied to art-making as an artist and as guest editor of Art Journal's special issue, “Contemporary Art and the Genetic Code,” published in 1996. In 2005, Olynyk became the first non-scientist appointed to the University of Michigan’s Life Sciences Institute and is very active as an initiator in issues of transdisciplinary education. Levy has worked with living organisms, and Olynyk often focuses on medical imaging and the use of medical and natural history archives.

Their is an organismic praxis: they use the medium of biology to set in relief complex interspecies relations. Levy and Olynyk are part of the expanding coterie of artists working the larger field of what I call "biology in art." If biocrit is the contemporary art practice in which artists use live material to make art that sometimes poses a political critique of science, then biology in art is the foregrounding of all uses of biology - conceptually and materially - within the greater history and theory of art, architecture, and design. One does not negate but contains the other: biocrit is a member of the genealogical reticulation that is biology in art. As a tool within the arsenal of biology in art, scientific skepticism carves out a space for interpretation, perception, and empathy as forces within a many vectored process. Art is thinking in action. The photographs, recordings, painted digital prints, and big data visualization of this exhibition are the "empirical evidence" of knowing not as a telos, an aim, end, or goal, but rather as...
an ongoing process of interrogation. We find similarly that skepticism joins, ties, cuts, and relinquishes; it makes belief possible, while at the same time opposing it.

Skepticism is a practice and not a metaphysics: it is an active habit rather than a belief system. Looking to the Greek root of the word, *skepsis*, meaning “inquiring,” skepticism is the ongoing act of analysis, or what the ancient skeptics called “infinite regress.” As Pascal Massie put it, skepticism “invites us to perform something.” The two words – skepticism and belief – are nonetheless not so far apart. In itself, skepticism is antithetical to faith. Yet, it demarcates the spaces in which faith is located. In tool-like fashion, skepticism hews the territories of creed and positions of credence. One uses skepticism to believe in something. Skepticism bodies forth understanding.

Whether a matter of adjacency, overlap, or connection, the relationship between doubt and belief is fruitful as it produces many types of skepticism. There is the scientific skepticism that is at the center of this exhibition, which is an exercise in doubting facts until evidence shows them to be valid by way of repeated empirical outcomes. By contrast, there is anti-scientific skepticism, which in the twenty-first century coalesces in an array of views from across the political spectrum. Leftist environmentalists are leery of the scientific manipulation of food in the form of GMOs. Rightist evangelicals doubt the factuality of Darwinian evolution. Rightist religious fundamentalists and big business free marketeers insist that climate change is a hoax. Libertarians of all stripes do not believe in the scientifically proven evidence that vaccines prevent virulent diseases. Within the academy, advocates of cynical postmodernism built an edifice of critical thinking based on doubting science. Beloved postmodern philosophers, such as Jacques Derrida, Michel Foucault, and Jean Baudrillard, turned science into Science, relying the broad, diverse field of professional practice into a menacing monolith of dehumanization and cold rationalization. Postmodern artists such as Jeff Koons, Richard Prince, and Sherril Levine used bad faith and irony to comment on the impossibility of individual agency in global capitalism. This work shaped what Peter Sloterdijk famously called “cynical reason,” a sense of “enlightened false consciousness” in which you know you are part of a system of sublimation and alienation but do nothing about it.

Unlike postmodern skepticism, Levy’s and Olynky’s practice bears an up-building skepticism not far from that of *Skeptical Inquirer*, which is the official journal of the Committee for Skeptical Inquiry and the basis for the exhibition. In the show at Baruch College’s Sidney Mishkin Gallery, Levy and Olynky riff on the magazine’s original mission to “promote scientific inquiry, critical investigation, and the use of reason in examining controversial and extraordinary claims.” Founded in 1976 by a roster of science luminaries including Carl Sagan, Isaac Asimov, Philip Klass, and Sidney Hook, the publication’s goal is to qualify doubt: to use science to distinguish “deniers,” such as climate-change deniers, from scientific skeptics.

For the writers of *Skeptical Inquirer*, deniers are nihilists; they tear down communities while demagogically awaiting in fear of the apocalyptic end of time. Their destructiveness comes from the bastardization of skepticism, in that they impede and deaden its active life. Deniers use skepticism as a teleology, in order not to catalyze but to abruptly end further analysis and questioning. The hysteria of science deniers runs counter to *ataraxia*, the Greek term for “calm” or a life “without disturbance.” According to skepticism, one arrives at such tranquility upon suspending beliefs. Bearing this in mind, true scientific skeptics are constructivists; they debate over evidence, locate the truth, and constructively build out a world based on it. Levy and Olynky make art in the spirit of scientific skepticism and the unfolding of life out into the world.

Levy’s and Olynky’s work in the same instance goes beyond this enterprise, giving shape to an art of “organismic praxis.” While being an instance of skepticism in that their work triggers the infinite regress of questioning, Levy’s and Olynky’s work is based on a belief that biology and art together progressively brings to bear positive change through the knowledge of science. This makes their shared project, indeed unlike postmodern artists of an earlier generation, fortifying and holistic. It builds, connects, and rounds out while continuously analyzing in the tradition of philosophical skepticism and reusing the material evidence of science in the tradition of scientific skepticism.

In calling their approach “organismic,” I call on the mathematician and philosopher Alfred North Whitehead’s process philosophy, which he called a “philosophy of organism.” There as organisms feel, the organismic praxis of Levy and Olynky produces art of interconnected feeling. For Whitehead, objects emanate feelings: they “prehend,” or extend out, as though bearing invisible sensors. Describing life in terms of experience and sentience across a physics-based field of vectors, Whitehead explained, “It is an essential doctrine in the philosophy of organism that the primary function of a proposition is to be relevant as a lure of feeling.” The linchpin uniting process philosophy to progressive skepticism is action: both realms describe life in constant motion. Skepticism and the philosophy of organism share a world that is becoming, morphogenetic, living, and in action: it is a “nexus” of organismic objects “prehending” and “concreting.” Objects prehend, or bear feelings, which extend into other objects, while “concrecence is the growing together of a many into the unity of a one.”

In keeping with the holistic organismic turn in biology almost a century ago, Whitehead’s take on the thing is wet, fluid, and interconnected. Things are never static containers of substance but always in action. An organism is by what it does. Objects, like organisms, are in action, eliding into others through time. Rupert Sheldrake explains that organisms are not “material objects, but...structures of activity.” An organismic praxis within art is in like terms an ongoing “weblike development that presupposes the whole system.”
A microbiology lab. At a less intimate scale, the ground-plane architecture of *Brooklyn SilicoMold #2* is the crystallization of modernism rethought in terms of digital bits. This picture brings to mind the imagined world of forms given shape in J. G. Ballard's *The Crystal World* (1966).

In *Transporting Salmon (Whoso*)*, Levy uses a similar vocabulary of digitally generated form and bright saturated colors to comment on how technological invention transforms evolution, in this particular instance through the creation of a chute that allows salmon to bypass dams. *JellyfishRods* and *LichenVentilation* are colorful but sober ruminations on adaptation to extreme conditions, involving various scales of life: the macroscopic of manmade nature in the city and microscopy of synthetic biology in the agar of a Petri dish. In *JellyfishRods*, the organic emerges from the inorganic, as yellow, pink, and blue blooby sea creatures arise from a metal grating abutting a power plant and attracted by its warming waters. In this painted digital print, viewers see the clogging of nuclear plants by jellyfish, represented with globs of gel that catch the light. Luminous swirls of green lichen tumble through space amid ventilation shafts in *LichenVentilation*, striking a similar play of synthetic craft and natural emergence.

Levy's *Migrations* 20/20, a series of three large mixed-media digital prints with acrylic paint, center on the movement of life broadly conceived—the mobility of cars along gargantuan highway infrastructure and the morphogenetic flux of life embodying forth from the cracks of macadam. Like the other images, it is a visual poetry on the creative destruction of modernization. A labyrinthine matrix of shapes rises from beneath the rotation of cars and roads as if to suggest that patterns of life continually coalesce out of the ruins of humankind. Life goes on—after our self crafted evolution, followed by our similarly self crafted extinction.

*Anomalies and Artifacts*, Levy's animation, parallels modes of functionality by pairing and pititing the tools of scientific visualization with the tools of digital crafting used to design imagery for the Internet. She simulates organisms, aberrations, and the phenomena that can be seen while initially adjusting a microscope with the software presets in After Effects, such as lens flare, spill suppressor, scatter, and particle playground. Many of the effects are not just from presets, but were modeled with a 3D program called *Cinema 4D*. Doubt is cast on the ability to differentiate the real from an artifact. The art work aligns the two realms of code and organism, thereby in a sense becoming an instance of video art as biocomputation.
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Patricia Olynyk's take on the organismic within art is rooted in medical history, Posthumanism, the biology of the brain, and the scientific study of crime. The work by Olynyk in the exhibition at the Mishkin Gallery concentrates on the network of human anatomy, the historical archive of medicine, and the engineering of prosthetics. From this nexus, to use Whitehead's word once again, Olynyk maps what it means to be human in history, both dead and alive, developing a cartography of the body that moves inside out, from the bony internal armature to the exteriorized self of prosthetic limbs.

One of the bodies of work in the show entitled The Mutable Archive consists of a series of small memorials to the skeletal remains of individuals, in particular 139 skulls collected by Dr. Josef Hyrtl, a nineteenth-century Viennese anatomist, referred to by some as "The Grinning Wall." She discovered these remains while a Francis C. Wood Fellow at the College of Physicians of Philadelphia and the Mütter Museum in 2006. In this body of work by Olynyk, life sways from the anonymity of The Conversation, a photographic triptych showing skeletons in plastic bags hanging in a closet, to the rich personal sensibility struck in the fictional lives Olynyk and collaborators imagined based on the skeletal remains at the museum.

For the latter, Olynyk attempts to tease out information about the individuals from inner-cranial tattoos and accompanying archive cards — both sparse in terms of the information they offer — giving shape to their real and imagined personalities. She commissioned a bevy of writers — artists, poets, an opera singer, scientists, medical ethicists, philosophers, and a spiritual medium — to resuscitate the individual lives of these people. Olynyk vividly describes her skeletal subjects as, "outcasts, eccentrics, notorious characters, 'homo-delinquens' and anomalous individuals, many of who were lost to themselves and to the world." The Mutable Archive bears a sound component in which commissioned writers create scripts and recordings based on archival fragments. As such it is a project of interpretation, one that emphasizes the "slippages" between fact and speculation, history and fiction.

Defying the sensorial realm in the gallery, Olynyk deploys the aural in The Dutch Suicide, a recording of the artist and theorist Buzz Spector reading a speculative biography of a Dutch woman. A yellowing notecard with the cool, rational archival numbering 1006.010 in the upper right-hand corner states "Amsterdam (suicide)...Persistent frontal suture...Dutch woman." From this card we understand she was an Amsterdammer who ended her own life. Or did she? Notations made on the archive card years after its original scribe recorded details of the card's subject suggest that this "fact" may be sheer speculation. These series of notations within Olynyk’s cluster of nineteen subjects reminds us of the slippages in recording histories. That those subjects who occupied a higher position in society were afforded more elaborate documentation that did not simply reduce them to a "scaphocephalus" or "Japanese Yedo" reminds us that the taxonomic system that binds them together is anything but value neutral.

The presence of the Dutch Suicide's frontal suture, the childhood joint dividing the two halves of frontal bone in the skull that is fused usually by the age of eight, remained open well into her adulthood, causing pain and difficulty in daily life. This is all Spector has to go on in the spoken elaboration of this woman. He describes her psychology at death, telling her changeful grimaces confused friends and neighbors on, in turn, suggested that she turn to God and church to aid her malady. Shifting from the intimate to the anonymous, Spector's personal descriptions of the Dutch woman give way in the recording to information about a Google search for gray Dutch weather, the influence of weather on pain, frontal sutures, the plate tectonics of the skull, and pain induced by a craniotomy, or partial removal of the bone flap of the skull to expose the brain. Together, Olynyk and Spector recreate the somber life of The Dutch Suicide based on a cranium, a notepad, and the endless data of Google and the Internet. Other contributors to the Mutable Archive include Mariam Ghani, Ellen K. Levy and Chelsea Knight.

Real anatomy turns to the artificial with the prosthetic forms of Isomorphic Extension I + II and Extension III. In these images, Olynyk created ghostly photographs of floating artificial body parts, giving shape to past paradigms of engineering. Viewers experience an uninterrupted, dismembered sense of the uncanny valley, the space of revulsion and fear one enters when confronted by a lifelike robotic or cyborg versions of the human. Hollywood has long understood the workings of the uncanny valley, using autopoetic dolls, puppets, and clowns to bring viewers fearfully to the edge of their seat. There is a powerful brain science to the trepidation connected to lifelike doppelgängers, in that our brains are confused by the simulacrum of life — looking like life but being other. The collective realism of articulated joints, a shoe, and sock within Olynyk's photo-series of Extensions elicits the living writ large. This leg might dance! This foot might tap! Yet, more than angst or full blown terror, these prosthetics generate a sense of awe and wonderment about technological life — the mesmerizing possibilities of a bionic human — in centuries past. In a macabre reversal of the missing limb phenomena, Isomorphic Extension I + II portray two prostheses, which linger below the invisible, or phantom body. Its very absence demands attention. A disarticulated human form is implied through an amusingly unmatched pair of prosthetic legs from different periods, one gendered male the other female. This diptych strategically places them side by side and in a configuration that suggests self-organization and ambulation.
CONCLUSION: SCENARIO THINKING

Skeptics of the past and present give way to the future in a collaborative piece made by Levy and Olynk, titled Scenario Thinking. Here the artists use data visualization to flesh out some of the patterns found in 20 years of issues located in the archives of Skeptical Inquirer. Each circumference within a large sphere represents one year’s worth of publications. It contains six “issues” (small spheres) that, themselves, contain two to six articles per issue. Categories of content are color-coded such as rationalism (green), the paranormal (yellow), and mind/brain and memory (orange). The work resembles not just a solar system, but a hydrocl geodesic sensor net with overlapping orbits; it probes connections, themselves, like an interplanetary brain. Encapsulated in the web work of the sensory bonnet that registers brain activity in an electroencephalogram (EEG), the planetary orbs of Scenario Thinking are at once macrocosmic and microcosmic, of the universe and cosmological while also instrumental in measuring the activity of the individual on the ground plane. As though a living being, the universe respires and pulsates in the form of flickering information.

The play here between macro and micro, the cosmos and ground, makes up a whole that, as I have suggested, is organismic in its complexity. It is another materialization of Levy’s and Olynk’s organismic praxis: an instance of the scientific skepticism that characterizes the greater field of biology in art. In that the piece literally invites cognitive interaction while also iconographically referencing the device used to measure brain activity, Scenario Thinking is metaphorically wet. It hews the biological to the computational. In conclusion, Scenario Thinking is up-building and not destructive – a work of biology in art that lures in a culture-going public not by any mystification of science but rather through the wonders of scientific literacy and divertissement of digital form.

Charissa N. Terranova

18. Communication between author and artist through email, 10/28/2015.
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